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Print length : 192 pages

Dragon Ball Vol. 31: The Lord of Worlds is the thirty-first volume in the
iconic Dragon Ball manga series created by Akira Toriyama. This volume
marks a significant turning point in the story, as it takes readers on an
unforgettable journey into the vastness of the cosmos, introducing new
characters, exciting battles, and thought-provoking themes.

Plot Summary

The story begins with Goku and his friends facing off against the powerful
Frieza on the planet Namek. After a grueling battle, Goku emerges
victorious, but at a great cost. Namek is destroyed, and Goku is left
stranded in space.

As Goku floats through the void, he is discovered by the Namekian elder,
Guru. Guru reveals that there is another Namekian named Dende who can
restore the Namekian race and the Dragon Balls. Goku sets out to find
Dende, but his journey is interrupted by the arrival of Lord Slug.

Lord Slug is a powerful Namekian who was banished to a distant planet
centuries ago. He has returned to Earth to seek revenge on the Namekians
and conquer the planet. Goku and his friends must band together to defeat
Lord Slug and save the Earth.
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Characters

Goku: The protagonist of the Dragon Ball series, Goku is a Saiyan warrior
with a pure heart. He is known for his incredible strength, unwavering
determination, and infectious optimism.

Vegeta: Goku's rival and fellow Saiyan, Vegeta is a proud and arrogant
warrior. Despite his initial animosity towards Goku, he gradually comes to
respect and admire his strength.

Piccolo: A Namekian warrior who was once Goku's enemy, Piccolo has
since become one of his closest allies. He is a powerful fighter and a wise
mentor to Goku's son, Gohan.

Lord Slug: A powerful Namekian who was banished to a distant planet
centuries ago, Lord Slug returns to Earth to seek revenge on the
Namekians and conquer the planet. He is a formidable opponent, and
Goku and his friends must band together to defeat him.

Themes

The Power of Friendship: Dragon Ball Vol. 31 highlights the importance of
friendship and teamwork. Goku and his friends are able to overcome Lord
Slug's powerful army because they work together and support each other.

The Importance of Sacrifice: Goku is willing to sacrifice his own life to
save his friends and the Earth. This selfless act shows the true power of
love and compassion.

The Battle Between Good and Evil: Dragon Ball Vol. 31 is a story about
the eternal battle between good and evil. Goku and his friends represent



the forces of good, while Lord Slug represents the forces of evil. The
outcome of the battle will determine the fate of the Earth.

Dragon Ball Vol. 31: The Lord of Worlds is a thrilling and thought-provoking
chapter in the Dragon Ball saga. It takes readers on an unforgettable
journey into the vastness of the cosmos, introduces new characters,
exciting battles, and thought-provoking themes. Whether you are a
longtime fan of the series or a newcomer to the world of Dragon Ball, this
volume is sure to entertain and inspire you.
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The Great Deliverance Inspector Lynley: A
Literary Masterpiece Unraveling the Intricacies
of Policing and Human Character
: In the realm of detective fiction, Elizabeth George's "The Great
Deliverance Inspector Lynley" stands as a towering literary achievement.
This captivating novel delves into...
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